Stefano Ugolini, Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa

Curriculum Vitae

Date of Birth: August 31, 1981.

Citizenship: Italian.

Language Skills: Fluency in English, French, and Italian; good reading knowledge of Latin; basic reading knowledge of Dutch and German.

Contact: s.ugolini@sns.it

Current Position

• 2011-12: Post-Doc, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa.

Previous Position


PhD

**Education**

- 2004-2009: PhD student in Economics, Sciences Po, Paris (International Finance Program) and in Humanities, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa (Modern History Program).

**Grants and Awards**

- 2006: Research grant, Secrétariat du Conseil Général, Bank of France.
- 2005: Exchange grant, Secrétariat Général de l’Université Franco-Italienne.
- 2004-2007: Grant for graduate students, Scuola Normale Superiore, Pisa.

**Teaching Experience**

- 2009: Teaching assistant, “Development Strategies” class (spring semester), International History and Politics Unit, Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva.
• 2008: Teaching assistant, “International Money and Finance” class (fall semester), International Economics Unit, Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva.

**Articles in Peer-Reviewed Journals**


**Chapters in Peer-Reviewed Books**


**Chapters in Non-Peer-Reviewed Books**


**Articles in Edited Working Papers Series**


**Working Papers**


13. L’invention d’un système monétaire national: banques d’émission, supervision bancaire et développement financier en Belgique (1822-1872) [The Invention of
a National Monetary System: Banks of Issue, Banking Supervision, and Financial Development in Belgium 1822-1872].

Book Reviews


Media


Presentations at International Conferences


7. Second Workshop for Young Scholars of the European Association for Banking History (Rotterdam, March 29, 2011).


9. First Swiss-Clio Conference (Basel, September 17, 2010).


14. Fifteenth World Economic History Congress (Utrecht, August 3-7, 2009).


Participation to International Research Projects